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PHOENIX FROM THE RIVER By Stacy LeVine November 25, 2013 
Our NYC Correspondent

Too soon for River Phoenix puns? Too bad. The phrase is apropos. 
Prior to Hurricane Sandy, I had seen eighteen Alfred Hitchcock films. After thrice that day 

watching HBO’s The Girl (about “Hitch” and Tippi Hedren)—having seen The Birds many times, but 
never Marnie—I curled up with my laptop in my ground-floor, unevacuated-Zone C, East Village bed 
circa 4:30PM on October 29, 2012 to ride out the “superstorm.” My stubborn, Florida-bred, 
hurricane-veteran hubris had grossly misjudged the might of the approaching banshee. 

My less-skeptical roommate had long since high-tailed it to inland Brooklyn. But I was past the 
point of no return, and I knew it. However bad it was or was not going to be, there was no leaving by 
then. There was naught but hunkering down. I decided to get a two-day jump on my annual 
Halloween Hitchcock marathon, with Marnie. And so began what I shall always remember as my 
Hitchcock Hurricane. 

Amazon.com served up Marnie with one click, and I enjoyed it very much (though The Birds is 
unsurprisingly superior). After the film, I ate the last of my hot food and crawled back into bed with 
Dial M for Murder. The power went dead about a minute following the very-1950s “Intermission.” 

I was not (yet) frightened. 
These are a few of my favorite things: Manhattan, the English language, movies, books, bed, 

darkness, silence and solitude. Most in my reality of that night would prefer not to be alone. I 
relished it. Along with infinite hubris—but with neither flashlight nor radio (because, being an 
asshole, I failed to prepare)—I had a quickly-fading cell phone service, two big candles, a tiny 
reading light and three bookcases full of old-fashioned paper reading material. So I fumbled in the 
cold darkness for the cozy sweatshirt atop my clothing pile, stoked to listen quietly to the sounds of 
my adventure…And then I fried a chunk of my hair lighting a candle. 

This caused a momentary tantrum. 
My rage was quickly anaesthetized when I remembered, to my delight, that I had the perfect 

as-yet-unread book for the occasion: The Movies of Alfred Hitchcock by Judy Arginteanu. I was 
happily engulfed in a remedial synopsis of Strangers on a Train (my favorite Hitch) when I received 
my penultimate communication from the outside world. It arrived in the form of a text from my 
dear New York-bred friend, Tinman, in Los Angeles: 

 “You have power?” – Tinman [8:51PM EST] 
It took twenty-one minutes for that text to get through to me. 
 “No. All alone in the dark reading about Hitchcock by candlelight.” – Me [9:12 PM EST] 
 “Yansney. Looks bad.” – Tinman [9:12PM EST] 
Don’t worry about the meaning of “yansney.” That’s just the nonsense language of longtime 

roommates, conveying ironic humor. Typically, as here, it refers to something that sucks balls. Like 
myself, Tinman is a film brat. My pet name for him has been “Tinman” since I felt like post-twister 
“Dorothy” in the comfort of his company on the afternoon of 9/11. So, despite his legitimate 
concern, he appreciated the cinematics of the moment. 

Falsely believing that I still had semi-solid cellular service (but knowing that my now-
unchargeable iPhone was fast-approaching comatose), I snapped a picture of my book beside the 
aggressive candle and texted it to Tinman. He did not receive my text until November 3rd, but I 
didn’t know that then. My unfounded faith in the WiFi of the moment was compounded minutes 
later, when the last scrap of information I was to receive squeezed its way through:

 “Umm…Is there flooding in the streets by you?” – Tinman [Time Sent Unknown] 
 “So I’m told. No contact with the world. Only limited texting abilities. Don’t know if 

  you’ll get this, but if you do: Text me the most recent info about the East Village. [My 
  sister, uptown] texted me that Avenue C was flooded right when I lost power. That’s 
  the last update I got.” – Me [Time Sent Unknown] 

My final text never went through. At all. Realizing I was largely unaccounted for and nearly 
out of food, a slow-building tide of long-overdue dread finally began to swell. The truly Hitchcockian 
sequence of my adventure had commenced. And, unbeknownst to me, concern for my safety had 
spread clear across the Atlantic to the editors of this magazine. But that’s a separate tale for 
another time and a different medium; perhaps for my weekly blog, Stacy Steers Scylla & Charybdis. 
Suffice it to say, I soon got safely the fuck out of there. The dénouement of this essay pertains to 
Avenue C.
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Then, as now, I lived in the Alphabet City quadrant of Manhattan’s bohemian East Village; 
where north-south running avenues read alphabetically eastward from A to D. East of D is the 
FDR East River Drive, a power plant and the river. My afore-described ground-floor, unevacuated-
Zone C apartment was on a block between Avenues A and B. Avenue B marks the westernmost 
terminus of Evacuation Zone B. The power plant combusted that night in a blaze of comic book 
chartreuse. Low-lying Avenue C drowned in the surging onslaught of the East River. 

Word of a neon explosion and cars floating down Avenue C—also called Loisaida Avenue, for 
the Nuyorican heritage of its locals—spread north through Manhattan like California wildfire. It 
was apocalyptic. Hitchcockian. Returning to the Village on the creepiest Halloween I’ve yet 
known, the first thing I did was survey Avenue C. 

The well-documented horror reduced me to tears.
 Cut to Halloween 2013. I now live on Avenue C, safely perched on the third floor. And I’m 
here to testify that this street has risen like Lazarus from the dead; like a drowned phoenix from 
the East River. Just one year post-Sandy, born-again Loisaida is thriving with new and returned 
residents, new and returned businesses and—most importantly, for this particular hood—new and 
returned cool. That’s how we roll with punches here. We get us a new set of teeth, pronto. (OK, so 
the Freedom Tower took us a while.) 
 I’m scathingly cynical about many things. But I’m passionately sincere in my love for NYC. 
To see her in pain wounds my very heart. It also stirs my very soul. Because I’ve lived enough of 
her pain to know that watching her persevere is a grand sight for sore eyes. And until that scary-
ass chunk o’ Kryptonite breaks off the Canary Islands and catalyzes the mega-tsunami scientists 
know will one day render Gotham a true Atlantis, this metropolis is invincible.

--------------------------------------------

EVOLUTIONS
1)The word ‘mail’ in early Scottish dialects meant rent.  Scottish landlords would accept rental 

payments in either produce or silver.  However, unscrupulous landlords preferred payments in 
produce, as its value was open to the interpretation of the landlords themselves.  When 
peasants paid their rent with undervalued produce, they coined this term to describe this 
unfair practice.

2)Danelaw is the name given to parts of the UK occupied by the Danes during the 9th century.  One 
form of revenue imposed by the Danes was the head tax.  This cliché survives from the 
punishment given to those who graciously declined to pay the tax; they literally had their nose 
slit.

3)All pharmaceutical prescriptions use this mark, which means ‘take’ in Latin.
4) This invention began as a fad, when Yale University students started playing catch with a local 

bakery’s pie plates.  Since the bakery’s name was imprinted on the bottom of the plate, it was 
only natural for their name to be synonymous with this popular game.

SEE AND FEEL BETTER WITH THE NEW CLOUD OF UNKNOWING SPRAY
Renewed with the previously banned ingredient, Existentialismus, and the purely fictional 

Invigorol* So good you’ll feel like you’ve been kissed by an angel
Plus the newer than new superlative Aquinas+

* It should make you feel refreshed if you follow the 64-page instruction booklet (not included)

This looks like an obscure soap pad for scouring sinks and 
baths. Or it could be a pale coloured conduit for the very 
dishwater that follows the washing of plates and other 
crockery and cutlery.
It might also be a knitted single-lens telescope, without the 
lens, of course, as you can see clear through to the end of the 
room. It could also be a rare form of sponge, the aquatic 
invertebrate, not the washing kind. No, it is none of the above.
Remarkably, it is what passes for a cheese and onion roll. A 
prize to anyone who can spot the cheese and onion. 




